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The peripheral astrocyte process (PAP) preferentially associates
with the synapse. The PAP, which is not found around every
synapse, extends to or withdraws from it in an activity-dependent
manner. Although the pre- and postsynaptic elements have been
described in great molecular detail, relatively little is known about
the PAP because of its difficult access for electrophysiology or light
microscopy, as they are smaller than microscopic resolution. We
investigated possible stimuli and mechanisms of PAP plasticity.
Immunocytochemistry on rat brain sections demonstrates that
the actin-binding protein ezrin and the metabotropic glutamate
receptors (mGluRs) 3 and 5 are compartmentalized to the PAP but
not to the GFAP-containing stem process. Further experiments
applying ezrin siRNA or dominant-negative ezrin in primary as-
trocytes indicate thatfilopodia formation andmotility require ezrin
in the membrane/cytoskeleton bound (i.e., T567-phosphorylated)
form. Glial processes around synapses in situ consistently display
this ezrin form. Possible motility stimuli of perisynaptic glial
processes were studied in culture, based on their similarity with
filopodia. Glutamate and glutamate analogues reveal that rapid (5
min), glutamate-inducedfilopodiamotility is mediated bymGluRs 3
and 5. Ultrastructurally, these mGluR subtypes were also localized
in astrocytes in the rat hippocampus, preferentially in their fine
PAPs. In vivo, changes in glutamatergic circadian activity in the
hamster suprachiasmatic nucleus are accompanied by changes of
ezrin immunoreactivity in the suprachiasmatic nucleus, in line with
transmitter-induced perisynaptic glial motility. The data suggest
that (i) ezrin is required for the structural plasticity of PAPs and (ii)
mGluRs can stimulate PAP plasticity.

ERM proteins | suprachiasmatic nucleus | circadian regulation | actin
cytoskeleton | deconvolution

Astrocytes act as a third partner in synaptic signal processing
by responding to neurotransmitters and by releasing “glio-

transmitters” (1, 2). Structurally, the astrocyte functions mainly
through its peripheral processes, which constitute approximately
80% of the cell’s membrane (3). These peripheral astrocyte pro-
cesses (PAPs) are frequently extremely fine (<50 nm) and display
an extreme surface-to-volume ratio. They are rarely studied in live
tissue, as they are not directly accessible to electrophysiology,
cannot be isolated for biochemistry, and are smaller than micro-
scopic resolution. However, they also wrap synapses, but most
studies on glia–synaptic interaction can only indiscriminately refer
to them as the astrocyte. At the ultrastructural level, the PAPs,
although abundant in the neuropil, specifically prefer contacting
synapses and dendrites versus axons (4). The synaptic wrapping
is highly dynamic (5–9) and also activity-dependent even in the
context of physiological functions, such as motor learning, daily
fluctuations of the circadian clock, lactation, parturition, or de-
hydration (10–15). Here, we asked two questions about the
structural basis of glia–synaptic interaction: What is the stimulus
for PAP plasticity, and what are the intracellular mechanisms
accomplishing the motility and the formation of the PAP? We
and others have shown that the membrane cytoskeleton linker

ezrin is present in astrocytes (16–18). Ezrin regulates the structure
and the function of specific domains of the plasma membrane
(19, 20). It plays an important role in the assembly of epithelial
microvilli; we therefore hypothesized that it might be involved in
the formation of the PAP, which displays dimensions similar to
those of epithelial microvilli.

Results
The PAPs are mostly submicroscopic structures. They appear
as a diffuse background even at high magnification, and have
thus been overlooked in a number of studies despite adequate
markers. We performed double immunostaining of GFAP and
ezrin in the CNS. We have applied subdiffraction microscopy by
combining 1.4-NA lenses (plan-apochromat oil objective, 63× or
100×; Zeiss) with deconvolution (calibration information is pro-
vided in Materials and Methods and Fig. S1). Ezrin immunore-
activity was not present in identified glial GFAP-positive pro-
cesses. Rather, GFAP and ezrin immunoreactivities were
mutually exclusive (Fig. 1A, 1), but the structures, when analyzed
as high-magnification 3D reconstructions, were continuous at
single points (Fig. 1A, 2, and Movies S1 and S2). Ezrin-positive
puncta were interconnected by minute structures, often at the
detection threshold of the system, and organized as bushy com-
plexes connected by a single stalk to the GFAP-positive glial
stem processes (Fig. 1A, 2, and Movies S1 and S2). We interpret
the ezrin-positive structures as abundant PAPs, as PAPs are
typically devoid of GFAP-positive glial filaments (21). Further,
the expression of ezrin in brain is restricted to astrocytes (16) and
ependymal cells (22), and a comparable organization of bushy
complexes was observed in ultrastructural 3D reconstructions of
(Bergmann) glial cells (23).
Given the restricted localization of ezrin in the extremely fine

PAPs, we investigated the general significance of ezrin for PAP
formation. When primary astrocytes were transfected with plasmids
expressing ezrin siRNA and the EGFP reporter, the EGFP-positive
cells displayed low ezrin immunoreactivity and significantly fewer
filopodia in relation to neighboring, nontransfected cells or cells
transfected with a control plasmid (Fig. 1B, 1 and 2 and Fig. S2).
We then examined to which extent PAP formation requires

the regulated association of ezrin with the plasma membrane
and the actin cytoskeleton. Ezrin interacts with membrane pro-
teins through its N-terminal domain, and with F-actin through a
C-terminal actin-binding site (19). This interaction requires an
activation step that consists in the sequential binding of ezrin to
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PIP2 and phosphorylation of Thr567 present in the F-actin–
binding site (24, 25). Normal ezrin–EGFP expressed in primary
astrocytes was present at the plasma membrane and in the nu-
merous filopodia (Fig. 1C, 1, and arrows in Fig. 1C, 2–5). In
contrast, astrocytes displayed significantly less filopodia when
transfected with a C-terminally truncated form of ezrin (ezinΔ53–

EGFP) that can no longer interact with the actin cytoskeleton (26)
(Fig. 1C, 6, and compare left and right in Fig. 1C, 1–5). This
truncated protein was homogeneously distributed at the plasma
membrane, yet it displayed a dominant-negative effect on filo-
podia formation (Fig. 1C, 1). Further, the role of ezrin in struc-
tural plasticity was studied by live microscopy. Cultured astrocytes
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Fig. 1. Astrocytes in the CNS display two types of processes. (A) Double-labeled cryostat sections of rat hippocampus were investigated by epifluorescence
microscopy with subsequent deconvolution. 1, The GFAP-positive stem processes and discrete ezrin-positive puncta are mutually exclusive. 2, Selected pro-
cesses (boxed areas in 1) magnified to the limit of light microscopic resolution, and the rotation of 3D reconstructions (Movies S1 and S2) reveal the structural
continuity of the two structures (arrows mark points of continuity). (Scale bar: 1 μm.) (B) Ezrin is required for filopodia formation in primary astrocytes. 1,
Astrocytes transfected with an ezrin siRNA plasmid containing a CMV promotor-driven EGFP-cDNA (Inset, green; outlined in main figure) display diminished
ezrin immunoreactivity (red channel) compared with neighboring, nontransfected cells. The processes and free cell boundaries of the transfected cells display
fewer ezrin-immunoreactive filopodia, in comparison with other boundaries running parallel (arrows in 1). Nuclei are stained blue. 2, The extent of filopodia-
covered cell circumference is significantly reduced in the siRNA-transfected cells (n = 169) in relation to the control plasmids (n = 247 cells; P < 0,001, Student’s
t test; mean ± SD). Fig. S2 compares the two individual siRNAs and three control plasmids. (C) Filopodia dynamics in primary astrocytes requires the mem-
brane-to-cytoskeleton link by ezrin. 1, Left: Ezrin–EGFP in primary astrocytes is predominantly localized to filopodia and microspikes. 1, 2, and 6: Primary
astrocytes transfected with ezrin–EGFP (Left, n = 18) display significantly more filopodia (P < 0,05, Mann–Whitney test) than those transfected with dominant-
negative ezrinΔ53-EGFP (Right, n = 13). 1–5 and 7: Thresholded live microscopy frames sampled at 30-min intervals show that cells expressing ezrin–EGFP (n =
10) are more motile, displaying significantly more (P < 0.05, Student’s t test) shape changes per time point (green arrows in 2–5 and 7) than cells expressing
ezrinΔ53-EGFP (n = 12), which are relatively stationary (Movie S3). (D) The phosphorylated form of ezrin is selectively localized in the PAPs. 1, Phospho-T567
ezrin, but not overall ezrin, is restricted to filopodia of fixed, cultured astrocytes. 2, At higher magnification of hippocampal astrocytic processes in situ
(overview shown in Fig. S3A), phospho-T657-ezrin–positive puncta are always associated with glial, GS-positive structures. Phospho-T657-ezrin immunore-
activity is often found in PAPs ensheathing axon terminals (z-views of hairline crossing and arrows). Perisynaptic astrocyte processes in situ consistently display
activated ezrin. 3, In rat hippocampal specimens (stratum radiatum, CA1), synapses or phospho-T657-ezrin-containing PAPs were defined as objects. The
percentage of each object class contributing to glia–synaptic contact was determined. White outlines are around synapses which contact PAPs positive for
phospho-T657-ezrin. In most cases, the contacts are obvious (arrows); if not, the corresponding PAP is in a different plane of section. Deconvolution, 0.1-μm
optical section. (Scale bars: A, 1, 5 μm; A, 2, 1 μm; B, 1, 2 μm, C, 1–5, 15 μm, D, 1, 15 μm; x/y/z arrows in D, 2 and 3, 1 μm.)
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can grow out short filopodia within less than 1 min (27). In astro-
cytes transfected with normal ezrin–EGFP, the ezrin-containing
filopodia were highly dynamic (Fig. 1C, 1–5) and ezrin was asso-
ciated with membrane regions of high motility (Movie S3).
Grouped puncta appearing and disappearing in the cell represent
microspikes extending in the culture medium (Movie S3). In con-
trast, only small shape changes were observed in cells expressing
ezrinΔ53–EGFP: they displayed very few short filopodia and mi-
crospikes (arrows in Fig. 1C, 1–5), and were also less motile (Fig.
1C, 7, andMovie S3). Transfectionswith ezrin siRNAordominant-
negative ezrin thus indicate that ezrin and its linker function are
required for formation and motility of astrocytic filopodia.
As the phosphorylation of ezrin at T567 has been shown to

occur only when ezrin is associated with the subplasmalemmal
actin cytoskeleton (26), we examined the distribution of ezrin in
astrocytes. Cultured astrocytes were double-stained for ezrin and
phospho-T567 ezrin. The localization of ezrin phosphorylated at
T567 was absolutely restricted to filopodia and microspikes (Fig.
1D, 1). As an in vitro finding, substantial amounts of overall ezrin
could also be seen diffusely throughout the cytoplasm (Fig. 1 B, 1,
and D, 1), unlike astrocytes in situ, which are hardly recognizable
in ezrin-stained brain sections (16) (Fig. 1A, 1). The activated
form of ezrin is thus restricted to membrane extensions further
supporting a functional role of ezrin in filopodia formation. To
transfer this finding to the in vivo situation, the rat hippocampus
was triple-stained with antibodies directed against phospho-T567
ezrin, and glutamine synthetase (GS), an astrocytic marker that
also reveals the PAPs, particularly around synapses (28). An anti-
synaptophysin antibody was used to label the axon terminals.
Phospho-T567 ezrin in the neuropil showed a punctate distribu-
tion, which did not outline obvious cellular structures but was
clearly and consistently associated with identified, GS-positive
profiles of astrocytes (Fig. S3A). Synaptophysin labeling did not
coincide with that of phospho-T567 ezrin; instead, it was fre-
quently juxtaposed to it (Fig. 1D, 2). Quantitative analysis shows
that nearly 58% of all synapses are touched by PAPs containing
phospho-T567 ezrin (Fig. 1D, 3, and Fig. S3B), which is compa-
rable to the proportion of hippocampal synapses with glial con-
tacts observed ultrastructurally (60–70%) (29). The minor dis-
crepancy might be explained by limited detection of small
amounts of phospho-T567 ezrin in the finest PAPs.
Next we investigated the regulation of PAP motility. Applica-

tion of glutamate, the transmitter of most CNS synapses, to pri-
mary astrocytes seeded at low density induced elongation or
retraction of filopodia along all directions (Fig. 2A and Fig. S4),
as expected from previous studies (5, 6). The receptors mediating
this process were investigated by the use of glutamate analogues
(Fig. 2B). Trans-ACPD (40 or 100 μM), an agonist of group 1 and
group 2 metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs 1/5 and 2/3,
respectively) (30), elicited responses analogous to those of glu-
tamate, and the same was induced by DCGIV (100 μM), specific
of group 2 mGluRs (30), and DHPG (100 μM), specific of group 1
mGluRs (30) (Fig. 2B). Combination of glutamate with MCCG I
(400 or 800 μM), an mGluR 2 antagonist (30), left the responses
unchanged. Taken together with previous molecular results that
had excluded the presence of mGluRs 1 and 2 in astrocytes (31),
our results suggest glutamate-induced motility of thin astrocyte
processes to be mediated by activation of mGluR 3 or 5.
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Fig. 2. Glutamate-induced filopodia motility in astrocytes is mediated by
mGluRs3and5. Primaryastrocyteswere incubated for 5minwithglutamateor
glutamate analogues, then fixed and stained with anti-GFAP for cell identifi-
cation, and with Oregon green–phalloidin for revealing the actin-containing
filopodia (Fig. S4A). (A) Mean values from experiments on glutamate-induced
filopodia dynamics show positive values for formation and negative ones for
retraction. Filled circles are significantly different from control (P < 0,05, Stu-
dent’s t test). Each data point or bar inA or B includesfilopodiameasurements
from 80 to 170 astrocytes. (B) The bars show the absolute values for themGluR
agonists and antagonists applied; all are significantly higher than control (P <
0,05, Student’s t test). con, control; glu, glutamate; AC100, t-ACPD 100 μM;
AC40, t-ACPD 40 μM; DCG, DCG IV; MC, MCCG I. mGluRs 3 and 5 are prefer-
entially localized in the PAPs in vivo. (C and D) MGluR 2/3 and 5 labeling of
astrocytes in rat hippocampus appears faintly diffuse or as fluffy patches

(boxed area in C), in addition to interneurons (arrows in D). (E and F) The
diffuse light microscopic staining (Fig. 2 C and D) is based on the abundance
of submicroscopic glial processes at the ultrastructural level. The silver grains
(silver-intensified DAB) can be seen in the extremely fine PAPs (<100 nm,
small arrows in E and F) ensheathing the pre- and/ or postsynaptic element
(spine head in E and F), sometimes sealing the synaptic cleft (bold arrow in
E). The systematic presence of both mGluRs in PAPs is shown in the overview
of this motif (Figs. S5 and S6). (Scale bars: C and D, 100 μm; E and F, 0.5 μm.)
pyr, stratum pyramidale; rad, radiatum; lm, lacunosum moleculare; fh, hip-
pocampal fissure; mol, molecular layer; gcl, granule cell layer; hil, hilus.
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Expression of the latter receptors by glial cells in situ has not
been systematically established (32, 33). By using silver inten-
sification of DAB to detect the extremely small antigen quantities
in structures as small as the PAPs (28), we observed a very similar,
diffuse staining pattern for both mGluRs in the rat hippocampus
(Fig. 2 C and D). This is the pattern characteristic of the selective
labeling of the PAPs. At the ultrastructural level, the silver grains
were systematically present in the fine PAPs (Fig. 2 E and F and
Fig. S5 and S6), which collectively constitute the diffuse “back-
ground” (Fig. 2 C andD). The mGluR subtypes shown to mediate
filopodia motility in vitro might therefore stimulate rapid PAP
motility in the hippocampus as well, which is supported by the
preferential PAP localization of these mGluRs. Importantly, the
PAPs, although extremely thin, may also contain mitochondria
localized in bulgings or branching points (Fig. S7).
We further tested in the hypothalamus of the intact animal

whether a change in physiological, identified glutamatergic ac-
tivity is paralleled with concomitant PAP changes, a prediction of
glutamate-induced glial process motility. It is established that the
synapses of the retinal ganglion cells projecting to the hamster
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) are glutamatergic and initiate
photic synchronization of the circadian clock (34), so that their
synaptic activity can be monitored over the light/dark (LD) cycle.
Also, diffuse mGluR5 staining characteristic of PAPs coincides
with the terminal field of the retinal projection to the SCN (Fig.
S8). Anti-ezrin staining was applied to display the PAPs selec-
tively (shown at high resolution in Fig. S9). Ezrin immunoreac-
tivity in the SCN was compared in animals killed at two critical
time points around the LD transition, Zeitgeber time (ZT) 10
(light, n = 6) or ZT14 (dark, n = 7). The significantly different
levels of ezrin staining at ZT10 and ZT14 (Fig. 3) are consistent
with rhythmic glutamate concentration in the SCN (35), in par-
ticular because ezrin staining was more intense at ZT14 when
glutamate levels peak (35), in line with glutamate-induced PAP
plasticity. Future biochemical and ultrastructural studies are,
however, required to clarify whether increased ezrin immuno-
reactivity reflects ezrin protein synthesis at the onset of the night
or differential ezrin availability for immunoreactivity staining
based on sequestration or subcellular redistribution.

Discussion
Altogether, the data show that the motility of astrocyte filopodia
in vitro requires the membrane-cytoskeleton linker ezrin and
that this motility can be induced by glutamate via mGluR3 and
mGluR5 activation. We assume that the findings also apply
to the in vivo situation. (i) The relevant proteins—ezrin and
mGluRs 3 and 5—are present in and even preferentially targeted
to the PAPs (in situ). (ii) Although there are no synapses in the
cell culture studied, astrocyte filopodia and PAPs share some
features relevant to motility. They are comparable in size and
cytoskeletal equipment, being free from microtubules and in-
termediate filaments (21). Also, as actin is their only cytoskeletal
component and only this can convey rapid (<1 min) shape
changes, motility of filopodium and the PAP must be based on
an actin mechanism (7), which is also rapid in vivo (6). (iii) As
the perisynaptic glial sheath also displays the activated form of
ezrin (Fig. 1D, 2 and 3), this forms the basis of its well known
plasticity. (iv) Activity changes of glutamatergic synapses in the
behaving animal are in synchrony with changes in PAPs (Fig. 3).
We suggest that synaptically released glutamate stimulates glial
mGluRs on the nearby PAP, which leads to PAP elongation or
retraction, a process involving intracellular mechanisms based
on actin and ezrin. This would also require constant, energy-
consuming actin remodeling. The presence of mitochondria in
PAPs (Fig. S7) (36) is thus important because mitochondrially
derived ATP helps to fuel actin assembly and disassembly, but
also to control sodium and glutamate homeostasis in a small
astrocytic compartment. In addition to providing ATP for GS—
a key enzyme in the glutamate–glutamine shuttle—astrocytic
mitochondria in PAPs may also directly participate in degrada-

tion of glutamate (37). As an example, the present in vitro evi-
dence focuses on glutamate as themost abundant CNS transmitter,
and astrocytes cultured from cortex. We assume that, in vivo, other
transmitters are also operational, in addition to glutamate or in a
region-dependent manner, as astrocytes display receptors for most
transmitters. Also, a comparable influence of, for example, growth
factors or cytokines on filopodia formation cannot be excluded.
The quantitative replication of glutamate effects by mGluR

ligands suggests that glutamate-induced filopodia motility is solely
mediated by mGluR activation. However, formation of the typi-
cally narrow and elongate PAP structure in Bergmann glia depends
on Ca2+ influx through AMPA receptors (8, 15) not identified in
hippocampal or cortical astrocytes (38). Here, mGluR-mediated
intracellular PAP motility mechanisms might similarly work by an
increase in intracellular Ca2+ concentration through release from
intracellular stores triggered by direct and indirect mGluR3 or 5
signaling (30). Regarding the possibility of indirect, glutamate-
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Fig. 3. Changes in the PAPs in vivo are in synchrony with changes in iden-
tified physiological glutamatergic activity. (A and B) Ezrin immunocyto-
chemistry in hamster brain sections at the level of the SCN (dashed line). (A)
Only the ependyma of the third ventricle (III.) and the midline tanycytes are
labeled at 2 h before onset of the animal’s nocturnal activity (ZT, 10 h). (B)
Two hours after start of nocturnal activity (ZT, 14 h) in the dark, the PAPs in
the SCN are selectively labeled in the characteristically diffuse pattern. (C)
This effect is significant as quantified by densitometry (P < 0,002, paired
Student’s t test). Each data point represents the mean values from seven
(ZT14, filled squares) or six animals (ZT10, open circles). The entire experi-
ment was repeated twice with three or four animals per group, yielding
similar and significant results. (Scale bars: 200 μm.)
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induced mechanisms, we can exclude factors released from neu-
rons, which are absent in primary astrocyte culture. Autocrine
effects cannot be strictly excluded, such as glutamate-induced
astrocytic release of, for example, growth factors, cytokines, or
small-molecule gliotransmitters (e.g., ATP). However, it appears
unlikely that glial release of ATP or other substances would lead
to effective medium concentrations (39, 40) in our model, in
which astrocytes are deliberately cultured at high interindividual
distance with 0.05 μL diffusion volume per cell.
The complementary staining pattern of GFAP and ezrin im-

munoreactivities in situ suggests that the glial stem processes
and PAPs represent distinct cellular compartments. The PAP’s
particular morphofunctional properties are established by the
specific targeting of ezrin and mGluRs 3 and 5, among other
proteins, to the PAP (Figs. 1A, 1 and 2, and 2 and Figs. S5 and S6):
the PAP is extremely narrow (Fig. 2 E and F) (21), and only the
PAP, but not the GFAP-positive stem process, is highly motile
in vivo (6). By responding to glutamatergic activity, the PAP can
also generate localizedCa2+ signals, which remain restricted to the
“microdomain” (23) and do not spread to the parent stem process.
However, it is unclear how these and other proteins are targeted to
the PAP, whether they are transported as supramolecular aggre-
gates, and how they are maintained within the PAP.

Materials and Methods
Primary astrocytes were prepared and enriched by the rotary shaker method
(41) and replated in appropriate dishes at densities for subsequent immu-
nostaining, transfection or filopodia measurements (SI Materials and

Methods). Brain sections were obtained from rats perfusion-fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde (PFA; for light microscopy) or with 2% PFA and 2% glu-
taraldehyde (for EM) in phosphate buffer (PB). Primary antibodies applied in
this study were mouse anti-ezrin (42, 1:1,000, 2 h, clone 3C12; Sigma), anti-
GFAP linked to CY3 (1 h, 1:400, Sigma), rabbit anti–phospho-ezrin/radixin/
moesin (for tissue sections; Cell Signaling Technology), mAb 297S (for cul-
tured cells) (43) (gift of S. Tsukita, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan), mouse
anti-GS (1:200; Chemicon), mouse anti-synaptophysin linked to oyster 656
(1:100; Synaptic Systems), rabbit-anti mGluR 2/3 (32) (1:500; Chemicon), and
rabbit anti-mGluR 5 (33) (1:100; Chemicon). The detailed protocols for
staining of cells and sections at the light microscopic or EM level are supplied
in SI Materials and Methods. For ultrastructural visualization of the very low
DAB signal even in the fine PAPs, which would normally not be detected, the
chromogen DAB was further silver-enhanced (28). Filopodia were quantified
by using the filopodia sensitive shape factor (FSSF), which represents a
measure integrating length and number of the filopodia of a given cell in-
dependent of its overall shape and ramifications (SI Materials and Methods).
For quantification of ezrin immunoreactivity in the SCN, hamsters were
maintained under a 12/12 h LD cycle (SI Materials and Methods), and image
processing and measurements were performed as previously described (44).
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